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10 perth’s DOG whisperer

L IKE parents with children, pet owners 
sometimes face confl icting emotions. 
I have identifi ed the need to address 
some of the feelings commonly faced 

by dog owners and offer some strategies to 
help deal with diffi cult challenges you could 
face with your pet.

There are more issues than what I 
am covering here, but the following 
are the most common and they are all 
interconnected.

ANXIETY
Do you feel resentment towards your dog? Is 
it having a negative effect on your life? Do you 
suffer a measure of guilt in thinking badly of your 
companion?
These common, confl icting emotions require a 
sensible and realistic approach – one that works 
best for both you and your pet.

Start by thinking of the positives your dog 
brings into your life. However, if the joy of 

dog ownership is outweighed by the 
stress and anxiety you’re enduring, 
then it could be time to research 
other options. 

On the other hand, if you’re committed to making 
your relationship with your pet work, then you 
need to get to the heart of the problem and fi nd a 
long-term solution.
Pet owners often face societal confrontation and 
confl ict.  This can be in the form of mean-spirited 
comments directed towards certain breeds. 
Feelings of anxiety and embarrassment can be 
engendered due to your dog’s “misbehaviour”. 
This can be the case when the “fi ght or fl ight” 
mechanism is triggered in your dog.
There is an old adage, “Whatever people think 
about you is none of your business”.  This applies 
to your pet as well. Don’t dwell on what others 
might be thinking. It’s too easy to create a false 
story in your head and it doesn’t serve you well.
Associate with positive-minded people who 
support you. Find professionals to help you and 
your dog.  You know you’re a responsible dog 
owner. Seek comfort in knowing that you are 
defi nitely not on your own.
We live in a time of information overload.  You 
might be experiencing frustration and confusion 
with the myriad information available on 
the internet.  There’s a vast array of training 

philosophies available out there.  Additionally, 
you could be enduring the confl icting views and 
opinions of family and friends.  These could all 
be impacting your decision making and training 
techniques.
If something doesn’t make sense to you, question 
and question again until you are satisfi ed with the 
answer. If it goes against your core values, remain 
fi rm in your convictions.  Thus, you will avoid the 
inner confl ict that comes when you betray your 
own instincts.
Most people mean well, but their input can 
sometimes be more of a hindrance than help – 
especially when the advice is questionable.

GUILT EMOTIONS
One diffi cult, heart-rending dilemma is euthanasing 
a dog, which has serious behaviour issues. It is 
diffi cult to comprehend or grasp the thought 
of euthanasing an otherwise healthy dog over 
behavioural issues.
First, understand that you are not responsible for 
what happened to your dog prior to you taking it 
on, nor for the genetics that it comes with.

CONTROL YOUR EMOTIONS
If you suffer from stress or guilt in your relationship with your 
dog, you need to identify the problems and take action
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